
Impact Wrestling – September
30, 2021: After All This Time
Impact Wrestling
Date: September 30, 2021
Location: Skyway Studios, Nashville, Tennessee
Commentators: D’Lo Brown, Matt Striker

We are on the way to Bound For Glory and we now have the main
event set for the World Title. As a result of Josh Alexander
giving up the X-Division Title to set up the main event, we
need  a  new  X-Division  Champion  and  the  tournament  begins
tonight. It’s time to get serious around here so let’s get to
it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Opening recap.

Opening sequence.

X-Division Title Tournament First Round: Laredo Kid vs. Alex
Zayne vs. Trey Miguel

The winner goes on to the title match at Bound For Glory.
Zayne hiptosses Kid over to Miguel for a hurricanrana but
they’re  all  back  up  to  miss  dropkicks  and  that  means  a
standoff.  Kid  is  sent  outside  and  Zayne  hits  a  running
twisting backsplash for two on Miguel. That doesn’t last long
as Kid is back in to send Zayne outside but Miguel does the
same, setting up a running hurricanrana over the top to flip
Kid off the apron.

Back in and Miguel ties Zayne up for the Cheeky Nandos kick
and then up Zayne’s legs while suplexing Kid at the same time.
Kid is back up with a 450 to break it up so Zayne suplexes Kid
down. Miguel takes Zayne down and hits a jumping double stomp
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to the back. With Zayne down, Kid springboard cutters Miguel
off the top onto him for a crash in a cool spot. Miguel is
fine enough to go up top and hit the super Meteora to put Kid
away at 8:42.

Rating: B-. It worked in WCW and it worked here, as they had
three young, talented high fliers go out there and go nuts for
a few minutes, which is all you should do in something like
this. It’s an idea that is always going to work and it is nice
to see Miguel get a win. Now give him the title already!

Miguel is very fired up over his win.

Matthew Rehwoldt was watching that match and wants to attack
Laredo Kid’s mask. They’ll fight next week. He was watching
the match live and had a pre-tape ready? That’s some fast
production.

Sami Callihan has been attacked and suffered a broken ankle at
the hands of W. Morrissey and Moose. That’s about the best
option they had to write him off for a legitimate injury.

Eddie Edwards is ready to face W. Morrissey in a street fight
for revenge. Tonight it ends once and for all, and then Eddie
is coming for Moose.

Here’s what’s coming tonight.

Influence vs. Jordynne Grace/Rachael Ellering

For the Knockouts Tag Team Title shot at Knockouts Knockdown
and Kaleb With A K is here with the Influence. Dashwood starts
with Ellering and we hit the stall button so both teams can
pose together. They eventually fight over a wristlock with
Ellering getting the better of things and taking her down over
and  over.  There’s  a  headlock  takeover  to  do  it  again  as
Dashwood can’t get anything going to start. Dashwood slides
outside, where she trips Ellering down as we take a break.

Back with Grace coming in for some shoulders in the corner to



put Dashwood in trouble. A backsplash into a double suplex
gets two on Dashwood but Rayne gets in a kick from the apron
to rock Grace. Rayne’s knee to the face gets two and the
Influence stand on Grace’s hair to make it worse.

Grace fights up in a hurry and brings Ellering back in to
clean house. Everything breaks down and Ellering’s STO sets up
a Vader Bomb from Grace for two, with Kaleb With A K putting
the foot on the rope. Rayne gets in another cheap shot to take
over but Ellering kicks her in the head. Kaleb With A K
distracts Grace though, leaving Ellering to take a double
Stroke for the pin at 12:44.

Rating: C. This might not have been the best match ever or
anything but it was a perfectly competent match between two
teams who felt like they belonged together. The division is
starting to take a little shape and that is because we have
some actual teams. You don’t get that very often around here
and it is nice to see for a change.

Christopher Daniels is back to deal with Madman Fulton when
Josh Alexander comes in. Alexander is glad he’s back, but
Christian Cage comes in to say he didn’t need help. Daniels
leaves and Christian says Alexander needs to be ready.

Brian Myers teaches the Learning Tree about physical fitness.
Sam Beale thinks VSK is being treated better but Myers doesn’t
want to hear it. Beale tells the other two to take some notes.

The Good Brothers are still on vacation, where they have been
putting themselves over on Twitter and beating up Jon Moxley.
They aren’t worried about any of the teams around here. Bound
For Glory is coming though and they need opponents, so Bullet
Club can face FinJuice for the title shot.

Deonna Purrazzo drives onto Mickie James’ horse farm and jumps
her in the stables. Purrazzo hits her with a bucket but Mickie
fights back and screams a lot. A pitchfork misses Mickie, who
gets in a shot with….something hard. They fight outside where



Mickie blasts her with a hose (the white shirt is just a
coincidence I’m sure) but gets sent face first into a water
bucket  (the  white  shirt  is  just  a  coincidence  I’m  sure).
Purrazzo leaves with Mickie down.

FinJuice  doesn’t  like  the  Bullet  Club  having  a  numbers
advantage but Chris Sabin is here to even the odds. Six man
next week.

Madman Fulton vs. Christopher Daniels

Ace  Austin  is  here  with  Fulton.  Daniels  does  get  a  nice
reaction and it feels like a special return. Fulton throws him
down to start and grabs an early delayed vertical suplex.
Daniels slips out of a powerslam though and hammers away,
including knocking Fulton outside. The Arabian moonsault takes
Fulton down again but he kicks Daniels in the face to take
over again.

Some elbows and choking in the corner keep Daniels in trouble
but  he  comes  back  with  a  running  DDT.  A  middle  rope
hurricanrana sets up the running STO for two on Fulton, who is
back  with  a  tilt-a-whirl  powerslam  (Striker:  “Through  the
wasteland.  The  water  is  currency!”).  Austin  offers  a
distraction so here is Josh Alexander to cut him off. Angel’s
Wings gets one and Daniels is stunned, so he tries a middle
rope Downward Spiral instead. That sets up the BME to finish
Fulton at 6:58.

Rating: C. I’m not sure I get the point in having Fulton kick
out of the Angel’s Wings so easily when he was going to get
pinned a few seconds later, but that’s a fairly minor point.
What matters here is Daniels looked good and could still be a
player around here. The guy seems immune to time and it is
cool to see him back here where he was quite the big deal in
the company’s glory days.

We go to Swinger’s Palace where Scott D’Amore comes in. Johnny
Swinger tries to talk D’Amore out of taking Bound For Glory to



Las Vegas but that isn’t happening. Swinger promises to make
it the class of Las Vegas, but admits he doesn’t have a gaming
license. That’s too bad, because D’Amore has no choice but to
have them shut down.

Ace Austin and Madman Fulton go to see D’Amore because they
don’t like Christopher Daniels and Josh Alexander. D’Amore
makes a tag match…but with Christian Cage instead of Daniels.
Makes a bit more sense.

Here is Violent By Design for Rhino’s decision. Eric Young
talks about how the team was in full control (it was just the
Tag Team Titles) but Rhino let the sickness back in. Now Rhino
needs to make a decision because he’s either all the way in or
all the way out. Cue Rhino, who looks confused about what to
do. Young tells him to make the right decision so he can avoid
the  violence.  Rhino  is  surrounded….so  here  is  Heath  to
interrupt. The brawl is on and Heath clears the ring….but
Rhino leaves through the crowd without making a decision.

The Digital Media Title is coming, with matches taking place
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays on the various web shows. I kind of
like that.

Here’s what’s coming next week.

Eddie Edwards vs. W. Morrissey

Street fight as Edwards is out for revenge. Morrissey starts
fast by kicking Eddie in the face and it’s time to go outside.
It’s already time to bring in the weapons, with Morrissey
hitting him with a wet floor sign. Eddie low bridges him to
the floor though and hits a heck of a suicide dive. A replica
TNA World Title knocks Morrissey silly and it’s time for a
table. Morrissey sends him into the steps though and starts
taking  his  time,  which  probably  isn’t  a  good  idea.  Eddie
manages a drop toehold into the steps (I knew it was a bad
idea) and we take a break.



Back  with  Morrissey  hitting  a  splash  in  the  corner  and
unloading with trashcan lid shots to the head. Eddie gets in
some shots of his own though and there’s a Blue Thunder Bomb
onto the trashcan. It’s time for a barbed wire chair but
Morrissey kicks him in the face again. Morrissey puts a chair
onto Eddie and drives another chair onto him before setting up
four chairs, two by two.

A superplex is loaded up but here is Alisha Edwards with a
kendo stick for the save. Eddie powerbombs him onto the chairs
and unloads with the stick, but Alisha has an idea. She puts
the barbed wire chair over Morrissey’s head and the Boston
Knee Party finishes for Eddie at 15:18.

Rating: B-. This was what you would want from a match like
this and it was entertaining while it lasted. Alisha coming in
to help her husband was a good way to go, though Edwards is
going to need some help to deal with Morrissey and Moose at
the same time. It was a good start to the next leg of the
story though, especially when everything had to be reset due
to Sami Callihan’s injury.

Post match here is Moose to throw Alisha down and spear Eddie
through a table in the corner. The giants grab Alisha, with
Morrissey holding her in place as Moose wraps a chair around
Eddie’s neck. The chair is sent into the post and Eddie is out
to end the show.

Overall Rating: C+. I’m still trying to wrap my head around
the fact that Impact being this good feels completely normal.
It has been the case for a long time now and the good thing is
that it seems like a new era for the show instead of a nice
run. Impact has such a terrible reputation and while the idea
of it being a player has long since sailed, it is very nice to
have the show be such a steady offering. Another positive
effort this week as we get close to the biggest show of the
year.



Results
Trey Miguel b. Alex Zayne and Laredo Kid – Super Meteora to
Kid
Influence b. Jordynne Grace/Rachael Ellering – Double Stroke
to Ellering
Christopher Daniels b. Madman Fulton – Best Moonsault Ever
Eddie Edwards b. W. Morrissey – Boston Knee Party into a
barbed wire chair

 

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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